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Introduction 
 

A solution that enables creation and utilization of appliance applications 

A cost effective solution that enables creation and utilisation of appliance applications consisting of Data Acquisition, Data Storage 
and Visualisation. Customers are able to take advantage of data point and visualisation templates specific to the devices being 
monitored and/or controlled. The Appliance Platform drives repeatability and enables plug and play deployments for reduced 
engineering time and enhanced cost savings. 

 

Applications 
 Data Centres 

 Telecommunications Rooms 

 Office Buildings 

 University Campus 

 Factory Planning Machine Status 

 HVAC Zone monitoring and control 

 Lighting Zone monitoring and control 

 Metering – ability to communicate with a variety of meters supporting standard protocols 

 Equipment monitoring and control – Air Handlers, Roof-Top Units, Heat Pumps, Chillers,  

 Cooling Towers 

 Generators 

 Power Distribution Units 

 PDUs 

 Mechanical Rooms 

 IP Equipment  

 Environmental Monitoring Control 

 Closets, and more 
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Visualisation - pre-built templates, customisable interfaces 

 

Utilize the ever-expanding available library of pre-built templates for specific 

devices such as meters, thermostats, and other equipment to accelerate your 

deployment of an end to end solution. All templates include the visualization itself, 

which can run on any desktop or mobile platform, as well as the data point profile 

for the specific device.  

  

 

Data Acquisition - Supported Protocols 
 

The data acquisition layer enables collection of data from multiple devices through 

the following protocols: 

 
 

BACnet IP 

BACnet MSTP 

Modbus TCP 

Modbus RTU 

OPC DA 

SNMP 

EnOcean 

Insteon 

Philips Hue 

Mamac Maverick 

MBus 

SQL 

HTTP Retriever 

HTTP Receiver 

ASCII File Reader 

ASCII Serial  

Scripting 

POP3 Email 

Pachube 

Virtual Data Source 

VMStat Data Source 

Persistent TCP 

KNX 

  

 

Create Logic 
 

A feature called Dataflow, now users have the ability to create logic sequences 

within our modern, visual programming User Interface. Connect and command all 

devices, objects and operations as “smart blocks” with inputs and outputs...without 

having to write any script! 

 
  

 

Data storage - ETSDB, expandable 

 
The data storage in is handled by an Embedded Time Series Database which is 

specifically designed and optimized for lightning fast read and write speeds of time 

series data. This specialized database allows for the ability to write over a thousand 

points per second and be able to retrieve thousands of points in nano-seconds. The 

amount of data stored is expandable through the external SD card or eSATA port so 

you can be sure that you will never run out of space for storing your trend data. 

  

 

Now in HTML5 

 
Rebuilt in HTML5. It is the cutting-edge, data technology that allows users to enable 

and visualise the Internet of Things. 

 

    • It is Ultrafast 

    • It is All Responsive 

    • It has Smart Design 

    • It is More Intelligent 

    • It provides Interconnectivity 
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Customisable interfaces - sophisticated, 

personalised dashboards 
 

We provide you with all of the tools you need to build applications or "App Yourself" 

without ever writing code.  

Use the dockable functionality for automatic layout, positioning, and scaling of 

charts and components to build elaborate dashboards in minutes; or take advantage 

of the free positioning canvas with the freedom to create dynamic interactive 

applications. Utilize the frame animator and multimedia components to create your 

own animations, or add interactivity to pages, objects, documents and graphics 

through using custom behaviour functionality. 

 

 Take advantage of the built-in, your own, or any third-party libraries to assemble 

high quality interactive graphics on the fly. Snapping points assist in the creation of 

complete visualisations much like placing puzzle pieces in their correct positions, 

simplifying the design process. 

 

A fully customisable widget library enables any object on the stage to be saved as a 

widget for unlimited reuse. Create new widget categories, import third-party 

components and save all your assets with ease. Your applications are only limited by 

your imagination. 

  

 
 

 

 

Run on any Platform   

- web, desktop & mobile devices 
 

It operates across all platforms including Windows, OSX, Android, and iOS. No 

matter what devices you are using, it will display your applications and dashboards 

in real-time. 

The difference in comparison to any other visualisation provider is that the rich 

feature set that has been implemented is designed to be able to cater to any 

industry, as opposed to a niche market. The cross-platform technology gives you 

complete access to your data regardless of any web, desktop, or mobile device. 

Unlike the others, we provide a customizable platform that allows you to create 

applications, user interfaces, and dashboards across any market where visualization 

of data is necessary to better serve your needs. Actualise any conceptual or existing 

interface design that solves your problem. Utilise on any device that suits your 

market. Have the power of cross-platform architecture right in your hands. 

  

 

True Visual Programming - drag & drop workflows 

 

Designers are exceptional at creating meaningful, visually stunning representations. 

Developers are experts in translating design into a functional application. Imagine a 

designer who is empowered to actualize his vision into a tangible application 

directly for his target audience. Imagine this designer having the tools necessary to 

take a project from inception to conclusion. Imagine interacting with an application 

that looks and behaves exactly as it was intended to. Utilise the built-in templates, 

graphical assets, logic blocks, and free-form drawing tools to deliver your solution. 
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Extensive Widget Bar  

Layout Widgets Charts & Graphs 

 
When laying out your user interface, options of the absolute 
layout, dockable layout, divide box, DGML include, view stack, 
tab navigator, accordion, horizontal coverflow, vertical coverflow 
or carousel are used. 

 
To display your data, we offer many different column charts, bar 
charts, line charts, area charts, pie charts, radar charts, dynamic 
charts, and scatter charts to best represent your systems. 

  

Text Indicators & Tables Form Elements 

 
To display your text and tables, we offer multiple text indicators, 
text inputs, text areas, numeric indicators, rich text areas, real-
time tables and historic tables. 

 
If you need to build forms, we include all elements needed such 
as check boxes, date pickers, drop down menus, selection 
buttons, sliders and file choosers. 

  

Media Import Widgets Equipment Library 

 
Import an array of media using the universal media loader, image 
loader, frame animator, video player, YouTube loader, sound 
loader, portlet, webcam or even use maps with the MapQuest 
component. 

 
There are two sophisticated graphics libraries including 
everything you need for HVAC and data centres. These include 
square & rounded ducts, an array of equipment, walls & floors, 
air flow icons, 3D piping, 2D piping, and markers. 

  

Gauge Library Data Operations 

 
There is a full library of circular gauges, horizontal gauges and 
vertical gauges to display your data in the most relevant way to 
your audience.  

 
To transform your data, there are widgets to pull in any CSV, 
XML or JSON and perform simple operations, math expressions, 
If-statements, group data, generate tables, build cases or blocks, 
set timers, run scripts, filter data, roll up equations, format dates 
and run table operations. 

  

Graphics Library  

 
So you aren't starting from scratch, there is a massive amount of 
graphical assets to get you started such as assorted background 
themes, patterns, buttons, shadow effects, callouts, assorted 
icons and glass effects. 
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Screenshots 
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